
TRACK DAY POLICIES TEST 

1. The maximum speed for pit lane is?  25mph   35mph  36mph 

2. Starting in 2021 members and guests will need a helmet with a SA or newer designation.

2010  2015   2018 

3. When pulled into pit lane for Black-All which lane stays clear for emergency vehicles?

Left                      Right                   Center 

When and where are you not allowed to overtake?  

Between the left and the right hander        
Between the downhill and pit in 

Once the lead car has begun to brake or lift entering a turn 

When following a car with a cross on the back (who is not giving a pointby)

4. When signals are used for point-by’s the driver being overtaken will signal where they intend to be on track,

exactly the same as on the street.             True                False

5. Match the following Flags with the appropriate definition.

Checkered  
Green 
Red  
White/All  
White/Start  

Black      
Furled Black       
Black/All      
Black/Orange Ball  
Blue/Yellow Stripe 

Stationary YLW/BLack 
Stationary Yellow  
Waving Yellow       
Double Yellow      
Yellow/Red Stripe 

A. You are being closely followed or you are about to be passed by a faster car
B. Caution.  Slow down.  No Passing
C. The course is clear, and the session is underway
D. There is one more lap to go in the session
E. Oil or other debris on the track surface
F. Report to the Chief Steward at the end of Pit Lane
G. Emergency or slow-moving vehicle ahead
H. Extreme danger, the session has been stopped. Check mirrors, and come to an immediate controlled stop on the

side of the track off line, preferably in view of a flagging station
I. Something is wrong with your car, report to pit lane
J. Danger.  Be prepared to stop.  No passing
K. All cars report to their respective pit lane location
L. Warning, you are driving in an improper manner and will be Black Flagged if you continue
M. The race or session is over, complete this lap and enter pit lane
N. The entire track is full course yellow
O. You should slow down and proceed with caution to the track exit and enter the hot pits.  No passing.

Driver Name: Date Completed:  

021921v1

JVeitenheimer
Sticky Note
You can use the check mark function to mark answers you've used.  Just click on the letter next to the flag description.   Click twice to clear the check.

JVeitenheimer
Sticky Note
Hint:  There are three correct answers!
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